The evolution of the free surface of the ltering uid in a reservoir of limited power is modeled by the Davis equation with homogeneous Dirichlet conditions. Depending on the nature of the free term describing the internal source of the liquid, the model will be deterministic or stochastic. The deterministic model has been studied in various aspects by many researchers with dierent initial (initial-nal value conditions). The stochastic model is studied for the rst time. The main result is the proof of the unique solvability of the evolutionary model with an additive white noise and a multipoint initial-nal value condition.
Introduction. Let Ω ⊂ R n be a bounded domain with boundary ∂Ω of class C ∞ . In the cylinder Ω × R + consider the evolutionary Davis model
u(x, t) = ∆u(x, t) = 0, (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω × R + ,
where λ ∈ R, α, β ∈ R + characterize the environment. Equation (1), together with conditions (2) , where the free term f = f (t) corresponds to the deterministic source of the liquid, can be reduced to an evolution Sobolev type equation
where the operators L ∈ L(U; F) and M ∈ Cl(U; F) act in some Banach spaces U and F. The same problem (1), (2) , where the external action f = f (t) is a white noise leads to a stochastic Sobolev type equation
Here U is a Banach space, F is a real separable Hilbert space, the operators L ∈ L(U; F), M ∈ Cl(U; F), and W = W (t) is an F-valued Wiener K -process. Take τ 0 = 0 and τ j ∈ R + , such that τ j−1 < τ j for j = 1, n. Equations (3), (4) can be supplemented by a multipoint initial-nal value condition
where P j are relatively spectral projectors [1] . At the end of the statement of the problem we note that three directions of the solution of the problem (4), (5) are actively developing now. White noise is used to solve the problem, which is understood as the generalized derivative of the Wiener K-process [2] . We also note the approach presented by the school of I.V. Melnikova, in which equation (4) is considered in Schwartz spaces, where the generalized derivative of a Wiener Kprocess makes sense [3] . Meanwhile, a new approach is actively developing in the studies of equation (4) 
Moreover, we recall that the condition of an (L, p)-sectoriality of the operator M is a sucient condition for the existence of degenerate analytic semigroups of operators [5] 
dened on spaces U and F respectively. Introduce the kernels ker
is fullled. It holds either in the case of strong
, splitting space U (F) according to (A1), and
Introduce one more condition:
which occurs in the case of a strong (L, p)-sectoriality of the operator M , p ∈ {0} ∪ N. It was shown earlier that (A1) together with the condition of (L, p)-sectoriality of the operator M , p ∈ {0} ∪ N, gives a strong (L, p)-sectoriality of the operator M on the right (left), p ∈ {0}∪N, and if we add condition (A2) to them, we get a strong
is sectorial. Finally, introduce one more important condition on the relative spectrum of an operator M [6] :
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Construct relatively spectral projectors [6] P j ∈ L(U) and Q j ∈ L(F), j = 1, n, of the form
It turns out that under the condition of (L, p)-sectoriality of the operator M and conditions (A1), (A2), P j P = P P j = P j and Q j Q = QQ j = Q j , j = 1, n. Hence, in this case there exists a projector
Suppose that conditions (A1) (A3) are satised. Fix τ 0 = 0, τ j ∈ R + (τ j−1 < τ j ), u j ∈ U, j = 0, n, and consider the multipoint initial-nal value condition (6) for a linear Sobolev type equation (3) 
, is called a solution of (3); solution u = u(t) of equation (3) satisfying (6) is called a solution of a multipoint initial-nal value problem (3), (6). Theorem 1. [6] Let the operator M be (L, p)-sectorial, (A1) (A3) hold. Then for any
there exists a unique solution of (3), (6), given by
2. The Spaces of Noises. Let Ω ≡ (Ω, A, P) be complete probability space and let R be the set of real nimbers endowed Borel σ-algebra. A measurable mapping ξ : Ω → R is called a random variable. Note that all random variables, having a normal distribution (i.e. gaussian), are contained in space L see [4] . Consider two mappings f : I → L , matching each t ∈ I to a random variable ξ ∈ L , and g : L × Ω → R, matching each pair (ξ, ω) to a point ξ(ω) ∈ R, where I ⊂ R is some interval. By a stochastic process we call a mapping η : I × Ω → R, having the form η = η(t, ω) = g(f (t), ω). Note that the stochastic process η = η(t, ·), if t ∈ I is xed, is a random variable, and the stochastic process η = η(·, ω), if ω ∈ Ω is xed, will be called(sample) trajectory. A stochastic process η is called continuous, if for almost all ω ∈ Ω a trajectory η(t, ω) is continuous on I.
Denote by P ≡ P(I × Ω; U) a space of stochastic processes. The space of continuous stochastic processes whose random variables belong to L is denoted by CL , i.e. η ∈ CL , if η(t, ·) ∈ L for all t ∈ I. Note that CL is a subspace of P. Note that the space CL in particular contains those stochastic processes, whose all trajectories are continuous, and all (independent) random variables are Gaussian.
Consider the operator K ∈ L(R), whose spectrum σ(K) is positive, i.e. σ(K) ∈ R + . This is possible when K positive and self-adjoint. The sequence of eigenvalues of the operator K is denoted by {λ k }. Suppose that the spectrum σ(K) is discrete, nite and is condensed only to the zero point. Enumerate in {λ k } nonincreasing order, taking into account their multiplicities.
Operator K is called nuclear, if
We note that the linear span of the set {φ k } of the corresponding eigenfunctions of the operator K is dense in R. Let us dene the Brownian motions, take the sequence {ξ k }, of independent random variables.
Denition 1. A stochastic process
is called a Brownian motion, if (W1) β(0) = 0 almost everywhere in Ω, and the trajectories of stochastic process β(t) are almost surely continuous on R + ; (W2) the trajectories of stochastic process β(t) are almost surely undierentiable at any point t ∈ R + and on any interval I ⊂ R + have unbounded variation.
As an example consider the Wiener K-process [4] 
where β k (t) are Brownian motions, k ∈ N.
Theorem 2.
[2] For any nuclear operator K ∈ L(U) and arbitrary sequence of Brownian
For the solvability of problem (4), (5) we need another condition
Then the formal solution u = u(t) of the multipoint initial-nal problem (5) for equation (4) has the form
Theorem 3. Let the operator M be (L, p)-sectorial and conditions (A1)-(A4) be fullled .
Then for arbitrary U 1 -valued Gaussian random variables ξ j , j = 0, n independent on W (t) and satisfying (9), there exists a unique strong solution of (4), (5), given by (10).
3. The Davis Model. Consider problem (1), (2) , where white noise appears as an external
Let {φ k } be an orthonormal set of eigenfunctions of the homogeneous Dirichlet problem for the Laplace operator ∆ in a domain Ω, numbered in the nonincreas in a order of the eigenvalues {λ k } taking into account their multiplicities. Since
The series in (11) converges absolutely and uniformly on any compact set in C, free of points
Since the spectrum σ(∆) negative, discrete, nite and condensed only to −∞, then it follows from (12) that the L-spectrum σ L (M ) operator M it real, discrete, nite and condensed only to −∞. In considering the problem, we conne ourselves to the values of the parameter λ lying in the spectrum of the operator ∆. Therefore, from the set of numbers (12) it is necessary to delete the numbers µ k with numbers k for which λ = λ k .
So, let λ ∈ σ(∆), then we get
where the prime at the sum sign means the absence of summands with numbers k such that λ = λ k . Hence it is not dicult to obtain the strong L-spectoriality of the operator M . For the sake of simplicity, we take the operator N = Q, then condition (9) is obviously satised. Denote by {µ k } a sequence of eigenvalues of the Laplace operator ∆ with condition (2) in a domain Ω, numbered in nonincreasing order with taking into account their multiplicities, and by {φ k } a sequence of eigenfunctions. Then
where
are the points of the L-spectrum of the operator M , {λ k } are the eigenvalues of a special constructed nuclear operator K. A prime at a sum sign means the absence of terms such that λ = µ k .
Corollary 1. Let λ ∈ R, α, β ∈ R + , and conditions (A1) (A4) be fullled. Let ξ j satisfy (9). Then there exists a unique strong solution of (1), (2), (5), given by (13).
